
 

Connecting to your Personal Power Centre 

And So It Is. Life Is. No more and No less. But can you be content with the Isness of Life? Can you let 

go for a moment the searching and seeking that is so prevalent in human form? The need to know, the 

need to figure it all out. Yes, can you rest for a moment, even a brief moment from your struggle to 

know? Can you just accept the Isness of this moment?  

And We hear you say “What does that mean – the Isness of this moment?” 

And what We would say is the Isness is merely accepting this moment for what it is. A moment in what 

you may think is part of your linear time, but it is more. Oh so much more. For in the Higher Realms 

there is no time, there is no linearity, All Is at once. A moment in the Higher Realms is the All of the All. 

We know you cannot fully comprehend no time, for in the denser physicality linearity always is present. 

So why are We telling you this you may ask. 

Because there is more to you than the physicality that is your form. Oh yes so much more. And the 

choice as always is yours. Do you wish to see life from your form, your linearity, your denser physicality 

or do you choose to peek behind the Veil so to speak? Do you choose to glimpse at life beyond the 

physicality, beyond the linearity, beyond time and space? It is possible if you choose, but not all of the 

“time”. You may transcend the linearity some of the “time”, but alas you have chosen human form for a 

purpose. And when that purpose is complete you will return to Us, to the place of no form, no time, no 

space – to the Unity of All. 

“So what purpose does it serve to gaze out into the stars, the heavens, the place that is beyond form?” 

you ask.  

So that you may know thyself. So you may know that you are more, so much more than the form you 

know by your name. For that form has come forth from the formless to learn, to grow and to allow the All 

to expand. That could not be if you did not descend into the lower, denser realms. The realms of form, 

the realms where the duality is so evident. And some may say a harsher, more challenging, and more 

difficult place. And for many that may be the case. For in the place of form where the vibration is lower 

you have been cut off from the Source, your lifeblood, so to speak, the Love that you came from. And 

often in your separation, you experience a greater struggle. Let Us assure you that the struggle of 

human life is not a punishment. No, it is an opportunity. Yes, a great opportunity to experience life, or a 

part of life beyond the Unity, the Oneness that you came from. 

By letting go of your linearity, your physicality, even for brief moments allows you to go back Home so to 

speak. To move out of your temporary separation and back into the Unity that you truly are. Now We 

cannot promise that temporarily moving back to Oneness will make all of your human struggles 



disappear. That cannot be, for then your life may not fulfill its purpose. But a temporary trip back Home 

can help you cope with what may seem as the endless trials and tribulations that human life brings forth. 

So what We are suggesting is to give yourself a break from the struggle inherent in human life. Come 

Home to Us so you can recharge and become reinvigorated. So you can rest and re-energize. 

Meditation, quieting the mind has been around on your planet for a long time. It is but one practice that 

helps you achieve greater harmony, balance and the Unity of the Higher Realms. There are many, many 

ways to move above while being below. We urge you in these somewhat troubled times to find your 

oasis of calm. There are two purposes for our urgings. 

One is to find peace amidst the human storm that is occurring on your planet. And We do not wish to 

frighten you, but the storm has a great potential to get more turbulent before it gets more calm. There is 

much stirring up on your planet at this time, but alas let Us assure you that it is not necessarily a “bad” 

thing. We say “bad” but that is more a judgment of the lower realms. For in the Higher Realms there is 

no bad or good. All merely Is. Which is where We began this teaching – encouraging you to merely feel 

the Isness of the moment. So with the turbulence that is occurring on your planet, it is well advised to 

find a way to connect with that part of you that is formless. That connection will allow you to rest.  

Now you may ask “why not just sleep more?” 

And We would say that sleep will help your weary body, but to truly rest from the turbulence all around 

you it is advised that you escape the physicality and go Beyond the world of form to the formless. When 

you visit the Higher Realms your rest is more complete, it is a fuller rest that is very different than human 

sleep. So We suggest, and may We be brash enough to suggest strongly that each and every one of 

you learn to connect with the formless world so you will be able to sustain the turbulence of your planet. 

Especially if We are correct in Our prediction that it may intensify. Find your way of escaping the world of 

form and practice it often. It will assist you greatly in being able to sustain the turbulence.  

But before We leave this part of the teaching We would like to advise you that this disruption, this 

turbulence that We speak of intensifying, has a great and We repeat a great chance of not only 

subsiding but moving to a great calm. Yes a calm, a peace, a tranquility that your planet has rarely seen. 

Once again this is merely a potential We speak of because you live on the planet of free choice. “How 

long will it take to get to this calm,” you ask. Unfortunately, We cannot say because from where We see 

your world there is no time. That is beyond Our understanding. 

But now We wish to address the other reason learning to connect to your formlessness may serve. And 

that is to connect to the True Power that is within you. That Power to lead instead of just follow. Yes, my 

brothers, my sister’s you are all capable of being leaders and it will be easier to do so when you have 

learned to connect to the Higher Realms. So not only will you achieve a certain rejuvenation, but you 

have the potential to connect to a Power that is beyond anything you may know in human form. A Power 

that is stronger than any human power. That Power is within you, but only when you connect to that part 

of you that is formless, can you activate it. By practicing conscious contact to the Source you can 

activate your Personal Power Centre.  

It is when more of you have connected to and activated your Personal Power Centre that there exists a 

greater potential for the turbulence on your planet to abate. This can occur when the many rise up with a 

Power seldom seen on your planet. A Power that is based in Love, compassion, peace, and Unity. For 

when that Power arises your world will change, the turbulence will calm. But what We speak of is only 

one potential of many. The choice is yours as it always has been. So if you truly desire this potential, 

learn to connect with the Higher Realms and do so often. Help your human brothers and sisters do the 

same. You can be a leader in this New World order if you choose. 

We are with you Now and Forever. Our love for you is unconditional and everlasting. 



With Love Always 

Shaltazar 
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